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Increasingly firms must be tuned in to the changing needs of clients. During his 2009 TED talk,
Marketer Richard St. Curtis argued that we must stop discussing ‘success’ as though it is a
‘one-way street’. Too often, he explained, we focus on everything that will lead us to success
and, when ‘we figure we’ve made it, we sit back in our comfort zone’ and stop trying.
His criticism could easily be levelled at the general discourse about what it takes to be a great wealth advisor. In
the many years we have been monitoring and analyzing this sector, the debate has hardly moved; the heart of the
proposition is widely considered to be the personal relationship with most firms professing to be more ‘customercentric’ than their competitors.
If there is a secret for success for wealth professionals, then the common denominator – as St. Curtis argues – is
agility. This does not simply mean being adaptable to clients who have differing concerns and objectives
(although this is important). It means cultivating proven expertise to manage increasingly complex contexts for
wealth preservation and creation.
Our latest research in conjunction with CFA Institute, which incorporates the views of 1,370 wealth advisors and
4,000 wealthy individuals, indicates that many wealth practitioners are unprepared for the changes which lie
ahead.
For example, the insight demonstrates that advisors believe that portfolio management, asset allocation and
financial planning are the core territories in which professional levels of expertise are required. But while clients
validate the importance of these areas, they also reference a broader range of enhanced expertise. Premium
grade advisors need to have expert knowledge of sustainable investing, tax planning and philanthropy too.
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Figure 1: Expertise That Will Win New Business
Question Asked: In your opinion, what levels of professional expertise are required in the following areas to be
considered an effective private client advisor? And, which of the following areas do you anticipate will become
more important for private client advisers in the future?

Source: CFA Institute & Scorpio Partnership, The Value of Premium Wealth Management for Investors
Alongside the development of their IQ, wealth advisors must also cultivate their EQ. The differential for the
advisor of the future is evidencing the emotional quotient by investing in a solid grounding in behavioral finance.
This goes beyond relationship-building to navigating the behavioral impulses and cognitive biases that lead clients
to deviate from their wealth strategy.
Enhanced expertise is so important to clients that they are increasingly looking for evidence of their advisor’s
capability. Over 60% of wealthy individuals state that an advisor’s professional credentials are a key determinant
of whether their wealth management firm is a responsible organization. This is more than those who look for
transparency in the investment process or business performance.
In the future, designations are set to become even more significant, with 90% of millennial HNWs stating that the
importance they ascribe to their advisor’s qualifications will become more important.
Successful, agile wealth advisors are also open to the fact that their role in the wider proposition is changing.
While more than two-thirds of wealth advisors describe the core value of wealth management as having access to
skilled professionals, investors believe that the strength and breadth of the digital offering is the main value-add of
working with a wealth management firm.
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That is not to say that the advisor is redundant in the process. As we have already seen, their expertise is highly
regarded. However, it does show that clients are thinking more about the wider experience of working with a
wealth manager.
Advisors recognize that a change is coming, but they do not realize the extent to which it will impact on
relationships. Wealth practitioners believe that fee transparency, non-investment advice and improving digital
channels will be the most important development areas for the future proposition. For the clients they serve,
expectations are being raised across every single part of the engagement including enhanced suitability, greater
proactivity in investment advice and delivering sustainable investment solutions.

Figure 2: Future of Client Relationships
Question Asked: In five years’ time, how do you anticipate the importance of these factors changing in your
private client relationships/ your relationship with your wealth advisor?

To ensure that advisors have the flexibility to respond to changing client requirements for the relationship, wealth
management business models will need to develop more comprehensive processes for determining whether
client outcomes have been met. Currently, a third of advisors surveyed describe that they are incentivized for
growing client assets. While this can serve as a good proxy for customer satisfaction, it does not deliver granular
insight on proposition strengths and weaknesses.
To determine the most important development areas, businesses should be undertaking regular client insight
assessments. By correlating client experience metrics – such as overall satisfaction, net promoter score and client
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journey score – with asset flow data, firms can develop a framework for improving client engagement. At present,
just 15% of advisors surveyed are compensated based on client satisfaction, highlighting that this approach is not
as pervasive as it should be.
Firms will need to be more tuned in to the changing needs of clients and empower their advisors to effectively
service them. The advisors who excel will be those who continuously seek feedback from clients, are unafraid to
adapt to changes in the proposition and who invest in professional education to help clients navigate the
increasingly complex task of wealth creation.
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About McLagan
McLagan provides compensation consulting, operational benchmarking and best practice research across the
financial industries. McLagan combines 50 years of thought leadership in strategy, performance, capital
requirements and compensation regulations with fact-based advice to create a tailored solution specific to your
organization. McLagan is part of Aon Hewitt, a business unit of Aon plc (NYSE: AON). For more information on
McLagan, please visit mclagan.aon.com.

About Aon Hewitt
Aon Hewitt empowers organizations and individuals to secure a better future through innovative human capital
solutions. We advise, design, and execute a wide range of solutions that enable our clients’ success. Our teams
of experts help clients achieve sustainable performance through an engaged and productive workforce; navigate
the risks and opportunities to optimize financial security; redefine health solutions for greater choice, affordability,
and wellbeing; and help their people make smart decisions on managing work and life events. Aon Hewitt is the
global leader in human resource solutions, with nearly 34,000 professionals in 90 countries serving more than
20,000 clients worldwide across 100+ solutions. For more information on Aon Hewitt, please visit aonhewitt.com.

This article provides general information for reference purposes only. Readers should not use this article as a replacement for legal,
tax, accounting, or consulting advice that is specific to the facts and circumstances of their business. We encourage readers to
consult with appropriate advisors before acting on any of the information contained in this article.
The contents of this article may not be reused, reprinted or redistributed without the expressed written consent of McLagan. To use
information in this article, please write to our team.
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